ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In modern society, social networks play an important role in a quickly changing world, and more and more people prefer to obtain information from social networks. This explains the increasing interest in social networks analysis which examines topology of a network in order to find interesting structure within it. Recent works have pointed that some very active nodes have huge impacts on other nodes [1] . Therefore, the problem of how to appropriately find important nodes in social networks among the huge nodes becomes an important issue.
Pagerank [2, 3] is a well known method for identifying authoritative pages in a hyperlink network of web pages. Pagerank relies on the democratic nature of the web by using its topology as an indicator of the value to be attached to any page. Pagerank is so useful that we can also apply it to social networks in that the mutual relationship in social networks can be structured as links to the microblogs, and nodes can also be regarded as websites in Pagerank algorithm [4] . In the paper, we present a new importance ranking method based on the modified Pagerank to find the important nodes in social networks. In other words, the proposed method is derives from Pagerank by considering the link similarity which measures the similarity between the nodes. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe our generalization of new measurement, and the experimental results together with the experimental settings are given in section 3. At last we conclude the paper by summarizing our findings in section 4.
PROPOSED METHOD
In the section, we propose a new method to find important nodes based on modified Pagerank, by considering the link similarity. We introduce the modified Pagerank model in section 2.1, and then we analyze the importance of nodes using the model in section 2.2.
Modified Pagerank
The core idea of Pagerank is that of introducing a notion of page authority. In pagerank, the authority reminds the notion of citation in the scientific literature. In particular, the authority of a page p depends on the number of incoming hyperlinks and on the authority of the page q which cites p with a forward link. Moreover, selective citations from q to p are assumed to provide more contribution to the value of p than uniform citations. Therefore, the Pagerank value 
is a dumping factor which corresponds to the probability with which a surfer jumps to a page picked uniformly at random.
The quality of the links, as measured by Pagerank, is a good choice for ranking nodes but we think there are some other features that can incorporate the activity of the node. We propose to incorporate the features via the link similarity taking into account contact times of the node. The idea behind is that the node has higher similarity must be prized with a higher value. Our main idea consists in constructing the link vector that records the contact times of the nodes, defining a link similarity function to measure the similarity of the nodes according to the link vector, and then reconstructing Pagerank model by considering the link similarity. These ideas are a work in progress. Definition 1. For node i v , its link vector is defined as:
Where ( In the Modified Pagerank, the link similarity of the nodes is taken into account, which is a positive indicator to modify the original Pagerank(see Equation 1).
Node Analysis based on modified Pagerank
The node analysis based on modified Pagerank is composed of 3 steps as follows:
Step1: read network as graph; Step2: computer modified Pagerank value according to Equation 4; Step3: obtain node modified Pagerank value list.
From above steps, we can see that a bit change is made to the original Pagerank by adding the link similarity indicator. The modified Pagerank assumes that the initial Pagerank values of all nodes are the same. Firstly, we calculate the first iterative ranking of each node based on the initial Pagerank values, and then calculate the second rank according to the first iteration. The process continues until the termination condition is satisfied. At last the Pagerank estimator converges to its practical value, which has proven no matter what the initial value is. The whole processing is implemented without manual intervention.
EXPERIMENTS
In the following, we use several different networks to study the performance of our generalization of novel algorithm for detecting local community structure.
First Experiment
We start with the first synthetic dataset, which is shown as Figure 1 , to illustrate the process of the proposed method in detail. The network contains 5 nodes, and the contact times are associated with corresponding edges. Figure1 . A simple network of 5 nodes and 8 edges.
So the mutual relationship matrix can be produced as briefly shown in Table 1 . 
Second Experiment
Secondly, we apply our modified Pagerank method to one small network, which is the muchdiscussed "karate club" network of friendships between 34 members of a karate club at a US university, assembled by Zachary [5] by direct observation of the club's members. This network is of particular interest because the club split in two during the course of Zachary's observations as a result of an internal dispute between the director and the coach. In other words the network can be classified into two communities-one's center is the director, the other's center is the coach.
We select degree centrality and PageRank algorithm as baseline methods, which be identified as "degree" and "PageRank" respectively. And our proposed modified Pagerank method is identified as "M-Pagerank".Table4 shows the result of the experiment. We select the nodes in the top 10 according to different methods. From the above table, we can see that three methods appear to have many common results. However, degree can not distinguish nodes because some nodes have the equal value. For example, node 32 and node 4 have the common value according to degree method, which shows that degree method can not distinguish nodes well. M-Pagerank performs better than Pagerank in that M-Pagerank considers the link similarity of the nodes. For example, node 31 is on the boundary of two communities, which has much connection between the two communities.
According to M-Pagerank, node 31 is important than node 24 obviously. However, Pagerank rank node 24 higher than node 31, which is not reasonable.
CONCLUSION
In the paper, we have shown a new method to find important nodes in social works based on modified Pagerank. The method is capable of incorporate the link similarity of the nodes via the link vector. The final goal for this model is to incorporate some features into original Pagerank. The proposed method enables a new way of ranking the nodes in social works. We have analyzed the experiment results using test networks. In our future work, we will further discuss how to achieve better performance to detect importance nodes.
